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THE MUSEUM OF MODERN ART, NEW YORK

Design and the Elastic Mind
Edited by Paola Antonelli. Text by Paola Antonelli, Hugh AlderseyWilliams, Peter Hall, Ted Sargent.
Over the past few decades, we have experienced dramatic
changes in some of the most established dimensions of
human life: time, space, matter and individuality. Today our
minds must be able to synthesize such transformations,
whether they are working across several time zones,
traveling between satellite maps and nanoscale images,
gleefully drowning in information or acting fast in order to
preserve a bit of down-time. Organized by Paola Antonelli,
Museum of Modern Art Curator of Architecture and Design,
Design and the Elastic Mind focuses on the ability of
designers to grasp momentous advances in technology,
science and social mores, and to convert them into useful
objects and systems. Included projects range from
nanodevices to vehicles, appliances to interfaces and
building facades, pragmatic solutions for everyday use to
provocative ideas meant to inﬂuence our future choices.
Designed by award-winning book designer Irma Boom, this
volume features essays exploring the promising
relationship between design and science by Antonelli,
design critic and historian Hugh Aldersey-Williams,
visualization design expert Peter Hall and nanophysicist
Ted Sargent.
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Media artist and Associate Professor of
Electronic Time-Based Art at Carnegie Mellon
University Golan Levin, has created the “DoubleTaker (Snout)“, an interactive installation that
examines the connections between transspecies eye contact, gestural choreography,
subjecthood, and autonomous surveillance. The project consists of an
eight-foot (2.5 meter) long robotic arm that resembles a worm-like
creature or roving elephant snout that reponds to the presence of
people or objects moving through its direct vicinity. The project is
perched high on the roof of the entrance to a museum which gets
frequent visitors daily so the creature performs “double-takes” at these
pedestrians, acting surprised by their presence and attempting to
communicate the fact that there is something unique in all of us. Also
examing this surveillance culture realm is “RandomMe“, a CCTV
randomizer by Dublin-based artist Ben Gaulon. The project consists of a
quad image processor that can combine 4 cameras into one image and
the software then produces random recordings from these cameras,
mixing time stamps and frames from these candid recordings to
produce a single channel video piece. Both projects examine the
tensions between surveillance culture and the machines and systems
that make these systems possible.
Jonah Brucker-Cohen
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Digital art
By Lewis Dartnell (/content/listbyauthor/Lewis Dartnell)
Submitted by plusadmin on September 1, 2008

Modern technology has changed many things in our lives, including the way we communicate, travel and entertain ourselves. Electronic
instruments and computer simulations have revolutionised science. Mathematics, one of the purest forms of human logic and reasoning, has
also been changed by computer approaches. Even art has been undergoing a deep upheaval in the way it is created and appreciated, using
the fast processing and graphical output of computers. The boundary between artist, computer programmer, and mathematician is becoming
ever more blurred. In this article, Lewis Dartnell leads us through some examples of this exciting new wave of digital art.

New possibilities
Art was once restricted to static creations, such as an oil painting, sculpture or photograph, produced by the artist and then passively
regarded by the viewer. Nowadays, however, computerbased visual art allows improved dynamic forms — art that develops or evolves
before our eyes. The "artist" may have no more idea of what will finally emerge than anyone else. An even more exciting possibility in
computeraided installations is interactivity — digital art that responds to the viewer's actions, for example through input from movements of
the computer mouse, or perhaps even by tracking the motion of different parts of the body. The crucial thing here is that dynamic digital art
is not so much about the appearance of the finished product, as about the behaviour generated by the art piece through time. The viewer
actually helps to modify the work of art, and becomes the artist him or herself.
Mathematics, as the language of form and pattern, has always played an important
role in art, but the rise of computergenerated art blurs the boundaries between art
and maths even further. The act of programming — finding ways to store data and
then creating logicbased algorithms to generate the desired output — is itself
intensely mathematical. But the maths of physics is also used to realistically re
create physical processes, and the area of computer music — getting a computer to
find those patterns and features that distinguish music from mere noise — poses a
whole new range of mathematical challenges.
Consequently, the early days of computer graphics and digital art were dominated
by scientists and research technicians — they were the only people with the
specialist knowledge and access to operate the rare and expensive computers of the
time. Even in 1969, Jasia Reichardt, who was then a curator at the Institute of
Contemporary Arts (ICA) in London, said "So far only three artists that I know have
actually produced computer graphics, the rest to date having been made by
scientists". Since then, the number of artists using computers in their work has
Early computer art often involved fractals: A detail of the Mandelbrot
set created by Wolfgang Beyer
dramatically increased, especially with developments like the emergence of the
(http://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/User:Wolfgangbeyer).
personal computer and easytolearn programming languages. One such new
computer language, Processing, is making great strides in enabling artists to become programmers, and programmers to become artists, and
we'll take a look at this free software a little later.
One obvious example of an area where computergenerated visuals have become crucial is in the games
and cinema industries. The graphics in video games and the computergenerated images (CGI) so
common nowadays in films and TV documentaries (TV CGI has come a long way since Walking with
Dinosaurs!) rely enormously on mathematics. The models used to realistically animate the physics of a
lumbering monster and render this model into a photorealistic animation — particularly with the way
light interacts with tricky materials or surface textures such as rippling water or coats of thick animal hair
— would be impossible without computers chugging through the maths of Cartesian coordinates,
trigonometry, vector geometries, and so on. It is said that the animators working on the film Shrek really
struggled to get a glass of milk to look realistic in the gingerbread man scene. By the time Shrek II was
under production, the graphic artists had cracked the problem and were able to greatly improve the
realism of the rendering by modelling the fact that milk is not in fact an opaque liquid, but is semi
translucent, letting light inside to scatter about before coming out again. They were so proud of their new
skill that the second film slipped in great volumes of milk: whole vats of it being sploshed over the sides
of a castle! The realism of computergenerated graphics is continually improving, and in the near future
the visuals in a computer game or visual art installation will become indistinguishable from the real thing.
Computers have heralded a revolution not only in the way that visual art can be produced, but also in
how the piece interacts with its environment, the performance artist or even the viewers. Imagine not
just idly looking at a painting in a stuffy gallery, but dancing in front of an installation and having a
projection screen come alive with colour and movement, instantly responding to and interpreting your
actions. Kinetic art forms can use different input devices and computer processing to allow immediate
feedback and response. These control inputs extend far beyond the standard computer interfaces of
Computer games such as Doom 3 and
Neverwinter nights feature sophisticated
keyboard or mouse, and can include your voice captured by a microphone or body gestures watched by a
graphics.
webcam. This form of interactive kinetic artwork, controlled by movements as seen by a computer, can
be very difficult to do well, however. Some very sophisticated problemsolving is often needed to enable a computer program to identify
features from a webcam. Picking out the brightest or darkest regions in its visual field are easy, but identifying the head or hand of a
performer, especially as it moves and so continually appears to change shape and brightness, is very hard for a computer to do accurately.

https://plus.maths.org/content/os/issue48/features/dartnell/index
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Obviously the whole point about dynamic digital art is to be there, experiencing the energetic performance and perhaps even directing it
yourself. But you can get a feeling for the scope and imagination involved in digital art in the selection of projects showcased below. These
examples are just a taster of the great variety of digital art being explored around the world; on stage, on television, in gallery installations,
and so on. We won't go into the mathematical challenges posed by the pieces here — a great deal more information can be gathered by
following the links to the artists' websites, and the reading list below has links to Plus articles that explore relevant pieces of mathematics.
But for now, just sit back and enjoy the show.

WithoutTitle
WithoutTitle by LIA. Click on the image to open a new window and interact with the piece.
(http://www.liaworks.com/projects/withouttitle)

For a relatively simple computer program
(using Processing), this digital art piece
by LIA generates strikingly beautiful
output. Click on the image above to
follow a link to WithoutTitle

(http://www.liaworks.com/projects/withouttitle), and use your mouse to interact with the animation. A dense thicket of lines swarm around
the current position of your cursor, and moving around the screen affects how the lines expand and contract. See LIA's website
(http://www.strangethingshappen.org/) for more information.

R.E.M. Animal
One recent example of responsive digital art (http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=b3FOofgZZ0Q)
on television was demonstrated within the
music video to R.E.M.'s single Animal
(http://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=b3FOofgZZ0Q). A total eclipse of the Sun
reveals to the lead singer, Michael Stipe, a
whole hidden world of connections and
energy lines lying beneath the reality that we
are normally restricted to seeing. Figures
walking around trail glowing auras, and as
Stipe floats in the air singing, his body
A still from the video for R.E.M.'s Animal.
movements are picked out by the flickering
of glowing stars, transiently linking together into constellations.

The postproduction for this music video uses a lot of digital art techniques, such as driving the dynamic star graphics to interact with the
singers. The applet on the left, created by Ryan Alexander (http://onecm.com/) using Processing, produces the flowing constellation effect.
You can interact with it by passing your cursor over the image. Find out more about Star Nursery on the Processing website
(http://processing.org/exhibition/works/starnursery/index_link.html).

Shadow Monsters
Shadow Monsters is an interactive installation set up in 2005 that invites viewers to use their hands and arms to project shadow creatures,
such as the classic openingandclosing puppet mouth, onto a white screen. These shadows are monitored in real time by a cameraenabled
computer, which then acts to reinterpret the shadow. The silhouettes of monsters are dynamically created from any shadows falling on the
screen, complete with rows of teeth, tentacles, and bristling spines along their back. These monstrous creations are then reprojected onto a
large viewing screen, just as if the "performers" had actually been casting the shadows themselves. Even better, the computer program
generates realistic sound effects of squeaks and roars from the hand gestures as it senses the puppet shadows opening and closing their
mouths. It's hard to think of an example of interactive digital art that's more instantly engaging and fun! Check out the video of a shadow
monster performance below, or view the still images (http://www.worthersoriginal.com/tempfolio/shadowmonsters.html) in the monster zoo
on the creator's website (http://www.worthersoriginal.com/viki/#page=shadowmonsters).

https://plus.maths.org/content/os/issue48/features/dartnell/index
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(/issue48/features/dartnell/monsters.html)
Click on the image to see the movie in a new window.

Messa di Voce
Messa di Voce (http://www.tmema.org/messa/messa.html) is an audiovisual performance created by a team of four artists, some sections
of which were later recreated as installations for the general public to experience directly. The title, Messa di Voce, is Italian for a vocal
technique used by singers, meaning "placing the voice", and is very apt for the unbelievable vocal skills demonstrated by the performance
artists here. The speech, singing, and other sound effects created by the two performers are used, along with a video camera following their
movements around the stage, as input fed into custom digital art software which generates dynamic visualisations and projects them onto a
screen. The stunning effect for the audience is of the artists' voices literally coming alive, the colourful sounds emanating away from their
mouths in different magical ways.
The original performances ran in 2003 and 2004, but they have been welldocumented in photos and videos that you can view online. Click
on the image below to open a video in a new window. This incredible digital art really does need to be seen to be believed!

(/issue48/features/dartnell/bounce.html)
Click on the image to see the movie in a new window.

Get involved!
Much of the digital art showcased above was created using a new programming language called Processing. This was created at the MIT
Media Lab as a collaboration between computer scientists and artists, specifically to make programming as easy and intuitive as possible.
This means you'll have absolutely no difficulty in getting hold of this software, learning a little bit about computer programming and getting
stuck in creating stunning visual art yourself! Processing can be downloaded (http://processing.org/download/index.html) for free, and is a
very small package to install. It comes with a help file to get you started, but the best source of information for learning the basics, or
brushing up on more advanced features if you've programmed before (Processing is based on Java), is to explore the manual and discussion
boards on their excellent website (http://processing.org/learning/index.html). Lots of digital artists have uploaded the computer code from
their creations, so you should be able to pick and choose bits to mash up your very own digital art piece in next to no time. There are also a
few new books about Processing, aimed at both beginners and more experienced digital artists / computer scientists. You might like to try
these two as a first portofcall.

Processing — A Programming
Handbook for Visual Designers and
Artists, by Casey Reas and Ben Fry
This handbook, written by the guys that created Processing, is an excellent
reference for getting started. Early chapters explain the very basics of computer
programming, such as performing calculations, taking inputs, and drawing
graphics to the screen, even in 3D. The book demonstrates just how easy it is to
get sophisticatedlooking animations up and running.
At the end of every section, sample programs demonstrating the techniques you
have just learned are provided for you to experiment with, and examples of the
more complex projects produced by professional digital artists are shown. The
final chapters cover more technical applications, such as integrating your digital

https://plus.maths.org/content/os/issue48/features/dartnell/index

Visualizing Data — Exploring and
Explaining Data with the Processing
Environment, by Ben Fry
As you will have gathered from this article, much of the use of computers within
visual art is in generating some form of data set, perhaps from tracking the
movements of a performer or sounds recorded from a microphone, manipulating
or transforming the data, and then displaying it for an audience, on a projection
screen for example. One of the key steps in this process is the visualisation of the
data, which is covered well in this second book.
If you have had your interest in Processing piqued by the Programming
Handbook, then this is a good book to continue your learning with. Visualizing
Data contains much more on the details of programming with Processing; using
colourcoding, accessing databases, and so on. This makes it an excellent
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art software with electronic circuit boards and
even mobile phones. The appendices contain
quicklook guides, for example to ASCII codes.

resource book for those already comfortable with
Processing, but perhaps not as a first book, unless
you have had experience with similar languages
such as Java before.

Processing — Creative coding and Computational Art by Ira Greenberg
Ira Greenberg has had a diverse career, from painting to programming, and in this book perfectly provides for the needs of both artists and
mathematicians learning how to create digital art. The book kicks off with a little history of mathematical and computational art, which helps set the
scene for what can be accomplished using Processing. Chapter 3 covers all the standard programming fayre of variables, arrays, loops, if
statements, functions, and so on. But of course, the major strength of Processing is in the ease with which stunning images and animations can be
generated, and Greenberg wastes no time getting the reader into this more fun material.
Greenberg builds up your confidence from the absolute basics, introducing how to draw points, lines, curves, polygons, control colour, and arrange
objects in repeating patterns around the screen. Chapter 10 moves into more advanced techniques for shapes and colours (although a lot of the
book's figures lose out in the blackandwhite printing), and manipulating loadedin images for artistic effect. Finally, the book explores in more
depth how to build complex animations and control the user interactions with your digital art piece. The book is well illustrated, provides a decent
review of useful mathematics in the appendix, and contains much more sample code than either of the two books above.

Further reading on Plus
The articles Maths goes to the movies (/issue42/features/lasenby) and Career interview: Games developer
(/issue21/interview/index.html) explore some of the maths behind computer generated movies and games;
The article Matrix: Simulating the world (/issue42/features/dartnell/index.html) is a handson guide on how to create your own
computer simulations using Processing;
The article Perfect buildings: The maths of modern architecture (/issue42/features/foster/index.html) looks at visual modelling in
architecture;
The career interviews Computer music researcher (/issue38/interview/index.html) and Audio software engineer
(/issue27/interview/index.html) explore the mathematical challenges posed by computer music;
The article Unveiling the Mandelbrot set (/issue40/features/devaney/index.html) looks at the maths behind some stunning fractal
imagery;
Look at the Plus archive for more articles on maths in art (/content/taxonomy/term/338) and music (/content/taxonomy/term/251).

About the author
After reading Biological Sciences at Queen's College, Oxford, Lewis Dartnell moved to University College
London's new centre for multidisciplinary science, the Centre for Mathematics & Physics in the Life Sciences
and Experimental Biology (CoMPLEX). Here he completed his PhD in the field of astrobiology using
computer models of the radiation levels on Mars to predict where life could possibly be surviving near the
surface. This summer he is organising the Royal Institution Christmas Lectures
(http://www.rigb.org/contentControl?action=displayContent&id=1882) on Computer Science.
Lewis has won four national communication prizes, including in the Daily Telegraph/BASF Young Science
Writer Awards. His popular science book Life in the Universe: A Beginner's Guide has been reviewed
(/issue44/reviews/book3/index.html) in Plus. You can read more of Lewis' work on his website (http://lewisdartnell.com).
Add new comment (/content/comment/reply/2341#commentform)
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The Public Eye

When Richard Sennett published his provocative thesis on the diminishing boundaries between public and private selves in the late '70s,
things like reality TV and the Patriot Act were unheard of. Today they're incontrovertible facts that have further breached this boundary. An
exhibition at the John Michael Kohler Arts Center titled "Under Surveillance" prompts viewers to confront both culturally and institutionally
endorsed forms of spying.
Two of the most commanding pieces in the exhibit are Golan Levin's Opto-Isolator and a collaborative piece by Yevgeniya Kaganovich, Dale
Kaminski and Mat Rappaport titled We. The former is a mechanical eye embedded in a shiny swollen appendage protruding from the gallery
wall. The robotic eye swivels around to follow viewers, sometimes engaging them in an absurd staring match and at other times appearing
disquietly human in its introspective gaze. Despite the fact that the piece blurs the boundaries between object and viewer, there is only a
superficial reciprocity between the two. The device may well be recording what it sees, but our innate desire to be privy to any information
regarding ourselves is in this case thwarted.

We, whose title is more than likely a reference to Russian author Yevgeny Zamyatin's influential 1920s novel, offers the most strongly
dystopian vision of surveillance. The piece is comprised of two parts: One is a cluster of helium-filled weather balloons-age-old spying
devices-that ominously float about the center of the room and force viewers to walk around the cats-cradle of strings that keep them in
place. The other is a raised area resembling a pulpit on which is placed a headset emitting a stream of tangled sentences. Once the viewer

5/30/2017
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puts on the headset, his conspicuously public position on the pulpit is belied by the intimate act of eavesdropping. The latter, however,
becomes a futile experience in which one is submerged in an indistinguishable sea of voices from which only the occasional dislocated
phrase floats up to our consciousness.
In fact, the fallibility of the all-seeing eye (or in this case, ear) seems the prevalent theme in the exhibit. Rather than cloaking their wariness
toward systems of surveillance in the playful ambivalence of artists like Camille Utterback or Steve Appleton, the artists here illustrate its
flaws by exaggerating layers of physical or temporal distance between the object and the viewer. A good example is Daniel Goodwin's

Chats08. Goodwin has created interior models of the homes of people who share his last name and offers viewers live images of these mock
interiors via a computer screen nestled in a black briefcase. We can discern very little in these grainy images, and underlying their
vagueness is the innate absurdity of the fact that what we're looking at is not a titillating view into a stranger's life but a pointless
contrivance, like a window that faces a brick wall.
Goodwin's work demonstrates the fact that everyday life has retreated so far into the private domain that its connection with actual
physical space is sometimes more of a perceived connection than a tangible one. His work confronts us with the frailty of that connection,
as well as the damning evidence of our own voyeuristic appetites. After all, who can claim that their initial surprise at the audacity of his
piece wasn't followed by a pang of disappointment that it's not the real deal?

"Under Surveillance" runs through Sept. 28.

ALSO FROM AISHA MOTLANI
David Barnett Gallery (http://shepherdexpress.com/article7150-david-barnett-gallery.html)
De Lind Gallery (http://shepherdexpress.com/article-7151-delind-gallery.html)
Elaine Erickson Gallery (http://shepherdexpress.com/article7152-elaine-erickson-gallery.html)
Grohmann Museum (http://shepherdexpress.com/article-7155grohmann-museum.html)
Katie Gingrass Gallery (http://shepherdexpress.com/article7157-katie-gingrass-gallery.html)
Tory Folliard (http://shepherdexpress.com/article-7161-toryfolliard.html)
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Introduction
In digital, networked culture, we spend our lives engaged with data systems. Although our experience is shaped by interfaces, friendly surfaces, we are
inevitably aware of their functional undersides. The web is increasingly a set of interfaces to datasets. In 2004 Alan Liu observed the page-based paradigm
of the web being interrupted by database incursions — what he called ‘data pours’ (Liu, 2004). On the contemporary web the data pour has become the rule,
rather than the exception. The so-called ‘web 2.0’ paradigm further abstracts web content into feeds, real-time ﬂows of XML data.
In the background of these developments — what Liu characterises as the post-industrial rationalisation of networked culture — is data itself. In this context
it is not surprising that new media art has in recent years turned towards data as both subject and material. In 2001, exhibitions such as the Whitney
Museum’s Bitstreams and Data Dynamics and the San Francisco Museum of Modern Art’s 010101 signalled the emergence of data practice as a key
element in new media art. Data art has also attracted some theoretical attention since it came to prominence. Lev Manovich’s 2002 essay ‘The Anti-Sublime
Ideal in Data Art’ (Manovich, 2002) has largely set the theoretical agenda, especially in its focus on issues of scale and the sublime (or not) aesthetics of this
practice (Jevbratt, 2004). Others have deployed theoretical frameworks from conceptual art (Sack) or postmodern theory (Simanowski, 2005a). While it is
informed by these approaches, this paper considers a more basic question.
Data art involves a creative grappling with the nature of our now ubiquitous data systems. It draws data out, makes it explicit, literally provides it with an
image. It also probes data’s constitution, potential, and signiﬁcance. In the process of working pragmatically with data — using it as a generative resource, a
way of making — data art is involved in the culturally crucial ﬁguration of data and its contemporary domain. This practice is a concrete exploration of what
data is, does, and can do, but it also involves a set of assumptions, narratives and ontologies that construct data as an entity in the cultural imagination. That
construction is at the core of this analysis.

Data vs Information
Coming to grips with the ﬁgure of data is made more difﬁcult by a basic ambiguity in the way the term is used; particularly in relation to art, ‘Information’
and ‘data’ are often used interchangeably. Warren Sack’s paper on ‘Aesthetics of Information Visualisation’ also uses the phrase ‘data visualisation’ (Sack);
Simanowski (2005a) uses ‘data’ in general, but interposes ‘information’ without explanation; Manovich’s (2002) analysis of ‘data art’ occurs in the context
of a wider project on ‘info-aesthetics’.
This blurring of data and information obscures a fundamental distinction — and in turn, a fundamental relation — between the two terms. As Wikipedia’s
entry on information states: ‘Information is the result of processing, manipulating and organizing data in a way that adds to the knowledge of the person
receiving it’. A recent text on data mining describes that task as ‘discovering useful information in large data repositories’ (Tan et al, 2006: 2). Some data
artists recognise the same distinction: Mark Hansen and Ben Rubin, creators of the installation The Listening Post (2003), describe their soniﬁcation work as
‘exploring the information hidden in data’ (Hansen and Rubin, 2001). This distinction draws on a sense of information as related to context and meaning;
following Donald MacKay (1969) and Gregory Bateson, information here is a ‘difference that makes a difference’ (Bateson, 1973: 428) rather than the
structural, mathematical formulation of Claude Shannon’s information theory (Shannon and Weaver, 1949).
Prising these terms apart, we can begin with a notion of data from empirical science, as a set of measurements extracted from the ﬂux of the real. In
themselves, such measurements are abstract, blank, meaningless. Only when organised and contextualised by an observer does this data yield information, a
message or meaning. The concepts are converse, two sides of the same thing: data is the raw material of information, its substrate; information is the
meaning derived from data in a particular context. This distinction is a central tool in the analyses that follow. In deploying data, these artworks inevitably
involve its ﬂip-side, information. Often, data art actively resists, or defers, information; it aims to somehow present us with the data ‘itself’. The implications
of that drive, and its manifestations in these artworks, offer a useful critical perspective on data art practice.
In the following sections data practice is discussed through a series of labels — indexical, abject, material, and anti-content — and clusters of related work.
These labels are discursive devices, rather than exclusive categories; rather than deﬁne or delimit this ﬁeld, they propose aspects of the common project
here: the creative ﬁguration of data.

We Feel Fine and The Dumpster: Indexical Data
Recently a cluster of works have appeared that deal with visualising networked society. Drawing on data from the new ‘social’ web, or blogosphere, they
offer us a sense of the unimaginable crowd that now inhabits the network. The Dumpster (2006), by Golan Levin with Kamal Nigam and Jonathan Feinberg,
is an interactive visualisation of teenage romantic breakups (Levin et al, 2006) (Figure 1). The artists harvested and classiﬁed some 20000 blog posts,
analysing them to allow comparison; the work’s interface follows the metaphor of the title, as hundreds of coloured circles, each representing a blogged
breakup, drop from above and jostle each other. Browsing the breakups displays excerpts of the blog text, and alters the colours of the display to indicate the
relative similarity of each breakup to the one currently selected. Sidebars to the interface provide more information on the selected breakup, including date,
the gender and age of the author. The Dumpster is engaging and dynamic; simulated physics makes the breakup-circles jiggle and bounce; the interface is
packed with detail, and the context-based display allows the user to investigate the multivariate relationships between breakups. As Manovich writes in his
essay on the work, it encourages an interplay of attention between the individual and the group; ‘The particular and the general are presented simultaneously,
without one being sacriﬁced to the other’ (Manovich, ‘Social Data Browsing’).
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Figure 1. The Dumpster (2006) (screenshot)
Along similar lines We Feel Fine by Jonathan Harris and Sep Kamvar (2006), bills itself as ‘an exploration of human emotion’ (Figure 2). It constantly
harvests hundreds of individual ‘feelings’ from blog posts, analysing them for content and visualising them as a swarm of tiny, independent entities. The
work offers six interfaces to the dataset, including relatively conventional statistical devices such as breakdowns by age, location, gender and feeling; as in
The Dumpster (Levin et al, 2006), the data points remain ‘live’, linking the user to the harvested text and (unlike The Dumpster) to the source blog itself,
allowing the user to delve further into the context for a particular ‘feeling’.
Both these works use their datasets as indexes of reality — speciﬁc individuals and events. Both aim to visualise and portray not merely data, but the
personal, emotional reality that the dataset refers to. This is made clear in the language used in the works: The Dumpster describes itself as ‘a portrait of
romantic breakups’ and ‘a slice through the romantic lives of American teenagers’; the dataset for We Feel Fine is described as ‘a database of several million
human feelings’. This approach begs a dull (but necessary) critique: that these works do not provide an interface to feelings, or breakups, but to texts that
refer — or seem to refer — to them. In both cases the datasets are constructed in ways that shape what is included and excluded. We Feel Fine searches blog
posts for the phrases ‘I feel’ and ‘I am feeling’, then attempts to identify the ‘feeling’ in question. This analysis works well for simple statements, but seems
easily fooled; texts involving negation, equivocation or speculation are often misinterpreted. This blog excerpt was identiﬁed as feeling ‘better’: ‘I just start
to have these looming feelings of inadequecy and fear that in a year, I will be no better off and have nothing else to offer to the professional world’ (Harris
and Kamvar, 2006). The Dumpster, which uses a ﬁxed, pre-analysed dataset, hits the mark more consistently, but includes texts referring to dreams of
breakups, past breakups, and so on. These are critiques of the automated analysis that the works use; but even if the analyses were perfect, the more
fundamental representational issue remains. These works rely on a long chain of signiﬁcation: (reality); blog; data harvesting; data analysis; visualisation;
interface. Yet they maintain a strangely naive sense of unmediated presentation.

Figure 2. Jonathan Harris and Sep Kamvar, We
Feel Fine (2006), “Madness” interface
(screenshot)
The interface design reinforces this; data points are rendered as swarms of simulated physical entities. They are personiﬁed (literally animated) so as to
conﬂate (real, ‘human’) data source with (textual, harvested, analysed, mapped) data point. Along the way the interfaces also create a powerful impression
of the nature of their collapsed datasets/referents; as teeming multiplicities displaying what might be called uniform diversity. Data points are ontologically
equal but vary within a ﬁxed set of axes or parameters. These systems encode a kind of idealistic humanism of equality and diversity, harmonious
multiplicity, and fundamental (emotional) commonality. A process of data harvesting and analysis literally drafts in thousands of participants, as the
constituents of this narrative. In both works the artists downplay their own roles, emphasising the data itself as content; as Jonathan Harris writes ‘We Feel
Fine is an artwork authored by everyone’ (Harris). Both works present the user with a set of tools for navigating and analysing the datasets (and their
collapsed referents), also turning over the process of extracting information and meaning from that data. However both works are already rich with
information, in their interface surfaces and in the background processes and systems that constitute them.
These works construct a notion of data — of its capacities, qualities, and signiﬁcance — in the ways that they use it. Data here is ﬁrst of all indexical of
reality. Yet it is also found, or to put it another way, given. These works gather existing data from the network, drawing together thousands of elements that
are already, unproblematically, ‘out there’. This reinforces the sense of collapsed indexicality; these data points have causes (authors) of their own that in
some sense guarantee their connection to reality, or at least defer the question of that connection. Data’s creation — in the sense of making a measurement,
framing and abstracting something from the ﬂux of the real — is left out.
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Opto-Isolator: An Arty Eye That Really
Does Follow You Around the Room
Kit Eaton
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Plugging right in to that eerie "they're watching me" feeling you're supposed to
get from normal portrait paintings, Opto-Isolator is an artwork that takes the
sensation into the scary, robotic 21st Century. Its realistic-looking eyeball
actually responds to an onlooker's gaze with a bunch of human-like
movements, including coy side-glances and blinks. If the gallery doesn't creep
you out enough, the video certainly will. UPDATED.
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An inversion of the normal, the robot was designed by artist Golan Levin to
tackle the questions of "What if artworks could know how we were looking at
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them? And, given this knowledge, how might they respond to us?" So, with
some clever electronics, Opto-Isolator looks at its viewer eye-to-eye, dodges
long stares and blinks exactly a second after the watcher does.
We've all known moments when eye contact with someone either goes right or
horribly wrong, shivers go down your spine, and results are either a make-out
session or a thump. Who knows what ogling a robot feels like? People who
visited Opto-Isolator when it was shown recently in the Bitforms gallery, New
York, I suppose. And any actor who's starred alongside Jim Henson's creatures.
Let's hope someone makes an Opto-Isolator app for cellphones. It would be
totally cool to have on my BlackJack, and have it pop up unexpectedly, scaring
the crap out of my wife, or freaking out the cat. Maybe other gadgets should be
able to give us the eye—tell us which in the comments. [Flong via Oh Gizmo]
Update: We got hold of Opto-Isolator's creator, Golan Levin, and asked him
some questions.
KE: What's that creepy shiny black body made of?
Golan: The exterior shell is a 3D print from an FDM machine, with an
automotive paint job.
KE: What's inside?
Golan: ...just your usual servomotors and microcontrollers. It might be worth
pointing out that the entire unit is self-contained, i.e., it houses a mini-ITX
format dual-core Intel PC running custom computer vision software. The only
cable coming in is for power. An Arduino microcontroller board (popular with
artists and hobbyists) runs the servo-motors (there are 3 motors: x, y, eyelid).
KE: What kind of programing did you do to get it to identify people watching it?
Golan: The software is written in C++ using the OpenFrameworks.cc wrapper
and OpenCV libraries for face detection.
KE: Are any of your other artworks inspired by the same idea as Opto-Isolator?
Golan: I'm currently working on a constellation of projects that are all
concerned with the theme of gaze as a new mode of human-computer
interaction. All of these projects respond in some way to how people look at
them.
So there you go, folks: keep your eyes peeled for new eerie, eyeballing artworks
sometime soon.
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V mariborski Kibli si lahko ogledate zanimivo razstavo ameriškega umetnika Liebermana, ki s svojim delom raziskuje
ustvarjalno in človeško rabo tehnologij.

Manual Input Sessions
je niz avdiovizualnih vinjet, ki preiskujejo ekspresivne možnosti gibov z rokami in premikanje prstov. Instalacija bo izvedena s kombinacijo
prilagojene interaktivne programske opreme, grafoskopov in digitalnih računalniških videoprojektorjev. Analogni in digitalni projektorji so
naravnani tako, da se njihove projekcije prekrivajo, s čimer nastane hibridna, dinamična svetloba nenavadne kakovosti.
Razstavo z naslovom Manual Input Sessions bodo odprli danes ob 20. uri, ustvaril pa jo je skupaj s skladateljem Golanom Levinom.
Zachary Lieberman pripravlja instalacije, spletne projekte in koncerte, ki se ukvarjajo s tematiko kinetičnega in gibalnega nastopa,
interaktivnih podob in sintezo zvoka. Pred kratkim je z Levinom predstavil vrsto del, posvečenih vizualni obdelavi analize zvoka v realnem
času.
Golan Levin je zasnoval in izdelal Dialtones (2001), koncert, pri katerem so zvoki v celoti odigrani s skrbno usklajenim klicanjem in
zvonjenjem mobilnih telefonov publike. Znan je tudi po projektu The Secret Lives of Numbers (2002), interaktivni spletni vizualizaciji
podatkov, ki je bila predstavljena na bienalu Whitney leta 2004.
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